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Ql: 70 Marks
A gearbox has a structural formula (flow chart formula) in the form:

3(1)*2(3),*aa'i"."byadoublespeedelectricmotor1500/750rpm.The
gearbox delivers speeds in a geometrical series with a ratio (F 1'26)' For

this system Draw:
- The best structural diagram ( flow chart)'
- Kinematic diagram,
- The best sPeed chart'

Also, calculate:
- No. of teeth for all gears,
- The actual sPeeds,
- Gears dimensions,
- Design the first shaft, considering a

the PulleYs.

0.08 kgf/mm2

suitable transmission ratio for

Q 2: 25 Marks
il"-gffi-*#friction rorler guide way, with a fa19s, if the load on the guide

*uV if'l = 400 kgf, weight oI saddle and work (W) =80 kgf, and feed. force

t',il: +O f.gf. guid.n.O und ground guide ways areto be used. Saddle len$h
=350 mm. The saddle 0perates at a cutting speed of 20 m/min' Find the

frictional force for (a) open, (b) closed guide ways' Permissible pressure [p] =

o

F
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O3: 25,marks L^^ +L^ r^r"
A 6uble start acme thread sliding frictionpower screw has the following

dimensions:
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Outer diaraeter = 80 mm , pitch : !2 mm, effective diameter : 72 mm\nd

length of nut : l20mm, and subjected to the following forces: \.
pr1 L80 kgr , Py = 60 kgr, and P*: 50 kgr . . ^ ,. ,. ., .,^-\-it 

" 
weigh:t of the rurtlug" : 60 kgr , and Coefficient'bf sliding friction 

\

ET,"T,TJkJffi:f;"?1,trt #il"*lhearing stress and pitch error in tr,
the power screw. ?{ 
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04: 20 Marks r ^ ,, . ...

fr-ffith. 
"td" "f 

net sketches discuss the following' -uj 'Op.n 
and ciosed guide wdys in case of sliding and anti-friction

b)

c)
d)

Epes,'itt" typ" of sideways suitable for:
* ijrthogonal cutting, and * Oblique cutting.

Stick- slip phenomena and how to eliminate it'

anti-aiction guide ways; shape, advantages, and disadvantages.
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